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Summary
Mathis Title Company, a Fairfax, VA Title Insurance Company, released a blog explaining how title insurance and foreclosures go

together. The article focuses on explaining the details of title insurance and foreclosures and how they affect homeowners.

Message
Fairfax, VA (prsafe ) August 11, 2022 - Mathis Title Company, a Fairfax, VA Title Insurance Company, has recently released a new

educational resource that focuses on explaining title insurance and foreclosures and how they can be tied together. The new article is

guided by the title professionals at Mathis who have extensive experience helping lenders, realtors, buyers, and laborers navigate the

complex title and legal process involving home buying and renovation. They hope that this new article will highlight the importance

of title insurance and understanding the details of foreclosures.

Mathis Title offers valuable information for contractors and service providers who want to know more about title insurance and

foreclosures. In the article, the team at Mathis explains what each separately and then explains how they can impact each other.

While this new article focuses on explaining the details of title insurance and foreclosures, Mathis Title's website provides readers

with more information regarding their team, experience, as well as a full list of service offerings. Mathis Title offers titleservices

which include contract prep, review, mechanics liens, refinancing, settlement, and title insurance. Their team believes in providing

personalized real estate settlement services and education to all parties along the way in order to make them feel comfortable even

during the largest transactions

With the addition of this new article, the team at Mathis hopes that readers will have a better understanding of the connection of title

insurance and foreclosure. For more information, contact the title and real estate law experts at Mathis today at 703-214-4020 or

visit their website at https://www.mathistitle.com/. Their offices are located at 11325 Random Hills Rd, Suite 160, in Fairfax, VA

22030.
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